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PREAMBLE
It shall be the public policy of the Baldwinsville School District and the purpose
of this Agreement to promote harmonious and cooperative relations between
the Baldwinsville School District and its employees, and to protect the public
by assuring at all times the orderly and uninterrupted operations and
functions of government. This Agreement is made between the Baldwinsville
Central School District of Baldwinsville, New York, hereinafter referred to as
the District, and the Baldwinsville School Unit, Onondaga Local 834, Civil
Service Employees Association Inc., Local 1000 AFSCME/ AFL-CIO, hereinafter
referred to as the CSEA.
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
" SECTION 1.
The District, pursuant to Section #206 of the Civil Service Law, h~reby
recognizes the Civil Service Employees Association, Incorporated, Local 1000
AFSCME/ AFL-CIO, as the sole and exclusive bargaining agent for employees in
the Baldwinsville Central School Unit 7813-00 of Onondaga County Local 834,
for the purpose of collective bargaining for tetms and conditions of employment
and the administration of grievances arising thereunder, said recognition to
continue for the term of this Agreement."
SECTION 2.
The Baldwinsville School Unit, Onondaga Local 834, Civil Service Employees
Association, Inc., Local 1000 AFSCME/ AFL-CIO, affirms that it does not assert
the right to strike against the District, to assist or participate in any such
strike, or to impose an obligation to conduct, assist or participate in such
strike.
The District agrees that the Union has the right to negotiate terms and
conditions of employment for the employees it represents.
There will be no reprisals taken against any employee by reason of membership
in the Union or participation in any of its activities.
SECTION 3. - BARGAINING UNIT
The District agrees that the Union is the exclusive bargaining agent for the
employees covered by this agreement. Employees included shall be all bus
drivers, bus attendants, cook managers, food service helpers I and II,
maintenance crew leaders, auto mechanic crew leaders, grounds crew leaders,
maintenance workers I and II, painters I and II, custodians I, II, and III,
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Article I, Recognition (cont'd)
custodial workers, custodial helpers, groundskeepers, laborers, automotive
mechanics, automotive mechanic helpers, and driver messengers. Employees
excluded from the bargaining unit shall be the School Transportation Director,
School Transportation Safety Officer, Dispatcher, the Superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds, the Custodial Supervisor, the School Lunch Director,
students, casual employees, and per diem substitutes; and all other employees.
SECTION 4 - DUES CHECK OFF AND AGENCY FEE
A Over the last twenty (20) pay periods of each fiscal year, the District shall
deduct from the wages of each employee regular membership dues,
agency fees, and all other deductions authorized by the employee or by
the parties to this collective bargaining agreement; and shall remit such
funds to the Civil Service Employees Association, 143 Washington
Avenue, Albany New York 12210.
B Employees shall, as a condition of employment, become members of the
Union or pay an agency fee equivalent to that portion of the uniform
monthly dues and fees required of Union members which is needed to
negotiate and administer the collective bargaining agreement.
C Indemnitv The Union agrees to save and hold harmless the Board of
Education and the Superintendent for any and all damages and liabilities
including expenses of litigation, that may accrue by reason of any action,
suit, or proceeding involving or in any way relating to the agency shop fee
deduction provision set forth in this agreement.
ARTICLE II
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
SECTION 1.
The Association hereby recognizes that the District is a state agency and as
such has sole jurisdiction over the operation of the school and the management
of the buildings and school program, including but not limited to number of
employees, assignment of duties, purchase, assignment and distribution of
supplies, materials and equipment to be used in the schools, and training and
supervision of the employees.
SECTION 2.
The District shall have the right to make reasonable rules and
regulations governing the conduct and performance of the employees.
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B) If such a rule or regulation is applied to an employee who' believes it to be
unreasonable, he shall have the right to challenge it by the use of the
grievance procedure.
SECTION 3.
The District also has the right to direct the employees, including the right to
hire, promote, demote, transfer, discipline, discharge, and, in the exercise of
reasonable judgement, determine the qualifications of an employee.
SECTION 4.
None of the rights of the District set forth in Sections 1. through 3. above shall
be exercised so as to abrogate or nullify any specific provision of this
Agreement or the Laws of the State of New York or of the Federal government.
SECTION 5. - SUBCONTRACTING
A. The District agrees not to subcontract any bargaining unit work except
as noted below.
B. The District does not intend to subcontract the entire operation.
However, practices currently taking place may continue. New situations,
if similar to those now contracted out, may be subcontracted as long as
no driver or attendant is deprived of work during any given school year.
ARTICLE III
DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this Agreement, the following definitions shall apply:
1. "District" shall mean the Baldwinsville Central School District.
2. "Board" shall mean the Board of Education of the District.
3. "Superintendent" shall mean the chief administrative officer of the District
designated by the Board of Education.
4. "Fiscal Year" shall be the period July 1 through June 30.
5. "School Year" shall be the period September 1 through June 30.
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ARTICLE IV
WORKING HOURS
SECTION 1. -WORK WEEK
The work week for all employees for payroll purposes shall be from midnight
Sunday to midnight the following Saturday.
SECTION 2. - BUS DRIVERS AND BUS ATTENDANTS
The workday for all regular bus drivers will be any day so determined by
the New York State Department of Education as being a day in session
exclusive of Superintendent's conference days.
B) The runs are to be determined by the Director of Transportation and will
be assigned in accordance with the bidding procedure.
C) Emergency closings (Refer to Sections 3.A and 3.E of this Article, and to
Article XXI, Schedule A.I., Supplemental Provision 1.B).
SECTION 3. - BUILDINGS, GROUNDS AND MECHANICS
The normal work week for full-time building maintenance,
groundskeepers and mechanics shall be forty (40) hours, the shift to be
determined by the applicable Supervisor. A change from this normal
work week can be effected only by mutual agreement. Lunch time shall
not exceed one half (1/2) hour per day and shall be part of the forty (40)
hour work week. Employees who are paid for the straight eight (8) hour
day, which includes a thirty (30) minute meal break, may not leave their
assigned building or daily designated work area.
An employee will not be penalized for tardiness on a snow day when a
good faith attempt is made to report the lateness due to inclement
weather and the employee reports to work as soon as practically
possible.
When the District advises employees not to report to work, these
employees will receive their regular pay.
1. The District shall establish a snow day plan which shall provide for
the following:
Plan Y - All workers report except those specifically told not to.
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Plan N - Head Custodians only report for building checks. Head
Custodians shall be paid for their regular hours of duty (not
in addition to).
2. Delayed openings - all workers are to report at their regular time.
B) Head Building Custodians may be required to check their buildings on
all non -school days, the time required for such checks shall not be
counted as a part of the forty (40) hour work week. Such hours when
required shall be paid at one and one half (1 1/2) times the employee's
regular rate.
The District shall have the option of making other arrangements for the
checking of buildings, but if a unit employee is required to complete a
building check, the time spent on same shall come under the overtime
provisions of this Agreement.
On non-school days the custodians working later shifts may, with the
permission of the Superintendent or his/her authorized designee, revert
to the earlier shift and in such a move will not lose shift pay except
during the summer recess.
In the event a Head Custodian is absent, the senior person in the next
lower competitive classification working on said shift in said school shall
have the first (1st) option to replace the head custodian. If there is no
employee in a competitive position in said school, the District shall have
the right to assign the replacement.
Emergency School Closings
If as a result of an emergency, a District building closes, the following
shall apply:
1. If a closing takes place during the first (1st) half of a normal
workday, an employee of the closed building will recieve a half (1/2)
day's pay and will be entitled to work the additional hours necessary
to make up the "lost" half day's pay.
2. If closing takes place during the second (2nd) half of a normal
workday, an employee of the closed building will receive a full day's
pay with no make up involved.
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3. Once a closed District building is declared safe by the Administrator
in charge, custodians of the building shall report to work and
perform their regular duties for the remainder of their shift.
4. If only one (1) building is closed, custodial personnel of the closed
building may be reassigned to another building.
SECTION 4. - FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL
A) Workdays for such employees shall be any full day of school when
students are in attendance and lunch is to be served and such other
days as may be determined by the School Lunch Director.
B) Food Service Personnel shall have a one half (1/2) hour unpaid lunch
period daily. Employees working less than a five (5) hour day may, with
the approval of the School Lunch Director, omit the said one half (1/2)
hour.
C)
D)
Delayed openings - employees are to report at their regular time.
Emergency School Closings
When School is closed for an emergency such as snow, power failure,
etc. and lunches have been served, employees will be paid for a full day.
If lunches have not been served, employees will receive one-half day's
pay.
SECTION 5. - OVERTIME
A) An employee who works in excess of forty (40) hours in anyone (1) week
shall receive one and one half (1 1/2) times his/her hourly rate for such
overtime hours worked. Paid holidays, sick leave, bereavement leave,
vacation time and personal leave shall constitute hours worked in
determining the forty (40) hours.
B) Custodial staff, groundskeepers and mechanics required to work on paid
holidays shall receive one and one half (1 1/2) times their hourly rate for
each hour of work plus holiday pay.
C) The District has the right to assign and/or schedule overtime with
advance notice to the affected employee. Family emergencies (needs) will
be given consideration by the District. The District will use its best effort
to the end that overtime work will be rotated in each department within
each building in which work is to be performed. Commencing in July of
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each year, the senior employee in each department (and where applicable
in each building) shall be given first (1 st) opportunity for overtime
assignments and then shall move to the bottom of the seniority list for
this purpose only, with the second (2nd) senior employee being given the
next opportunity.
D) No employee will be required to change his/her normal hours of work in
order to avoid overtime.
E)
F)
There shall be no pyramiding of overtime under this Agreement.
. An employee who is called in for work at a time when he is not scheduled
to work shall be guaranteed two (2) hours pay for each such call in. This
provision does not apply to an employee who is requested to remain at
work after his/her scheduled workday, or to bus drivers or bus
attendan ts.
SECTION 6. - SHIFT PAY
A) With the exception of snow watch duty; an employee assigned to a shift
which starts between the hours of 1 p.m. and 6 a.m. will receive twenty-
five cents ($.25) per hour of additional compensation.
B) Each employee assigned to snow watch duty shall be paid the total sum
of three hundred and seventy five dollars ($375.00). Payment of same to
be prorated on the basis of full-time assignment for said duty and
payment added to regular payroll for said employees (Payment added
during period of snow watch assignment).
SECTION 7. - SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
A) Qualified ten-month employees will be given first consideration for
summer job openings which the District knows before the end of the
school year will be available. Employees who wish to be considered for
summer employment shall sign up on a bid sheet circulated by the
Human Resources Office. District employees hired for summer positions
will be assigned by District, departmental, and title seniority.
B)
C)
Temporary summer employees are hired at management's discretion.
Temporary summer jobs will be posted allowing qualified ten-month
employees to apply. Jobs posted will list specific job skills and
qualifications necessary. These will be used to evaluate applicants. Ten-
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month employees who apply will be required to commit to ajob if hired,
and not take another job that later becomes available.
ARTICLE V
HOLIDAYS
SECTION 1.
A) Full-time Custodial and Maintenance Staff, Groundskeepers, Mechanics
and Auto Body Repairmen shall receive thirteen (13) paid holidays per
year, "full time" to mean those employees who work a full forty (40)
hours, per week. The paid holidays shall consist of eight (8) hours at an
employee's regular straight time. The thirteen (13) paid holidays will be
determined each year to coincide with non-school days as per a calendar
of holidays recommended by the liaison committee and adopted by the
Board of Education.
SECTION 2.
Bus Drivers, Bus Attendants, Food Service Personnel and part-time
employees shall be entitled to six (6) paid holidays annually to coincide
with non-school days.
B) The holiday pay shall be based upon the number of hours in their
normal workday and shall be paid throughout the school year (bus
drivers and 1;>usattendants over last twenty ,(20) pay periods - Food
Service employees as they occur).
C) Food Service employees with less than ten (10) years of service shall
receive three (3) paid holidays per year.
SECTION 3
A. In order to be eligible for the holiday pay, an employee must work
his / her last scheduled workday prior to the holiday and his/her first
scheduled workday after the holiday unless the employee is on paid leave
time. However, in the event that the employee uses sick leave on his/her
last scheduled workday prior to the holiday or his/her first (1st)
scheduled workday after the holiday, the department head may request a
physician's statement to verify the employee's absence. Failure by the
employee to comply with the department head's request may result in
forfeiture of the holiday pay.
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B. Employees who take approved, paid vacation days before or after a
scheduled holiday will be considered "at work" for purposes of this
section.
ARTICLE VI
VACATIONS
SECTION 1.
Twelve (12) month full-time Custodial and Maintenance Staff, Groundskeepers,
Mechanics, and Auto Body Repairmen (eligible employees) shall be entitled to
ten (10) days vacation with pay after the first (1st) full year of employment.
Eligible employees who, in the first (1st) year of employment, work for a period
of less than a year shall accrue vacation time after the second (2nd) month of
employment at the rate of one (1) day per month of employment through June
30.
SECTION 2.
Vacation shall be earned in accordance with the following schedule
dependent upon the number of full years of service completed on or prior
to each June 30. An employee starting work between July 1 and
September 30 will be considered as having completed a full year of
employment the following June 30.
Vacation credits shall be earned in accordance with the schedule below:
Completed Years of Service
1- 5 years
6-13 years
14 or more years
Davs of Vacation
10 days
15 days
20 days
Employees shall submit their vacation requests to their immediate
supervisors during the month of July each year. This plan may therafter
be altered with two (2) weeks advance notice to the immediate
supervisor.
SECTION 3.
If vacations are not taken in their entirety in the fiscal year immediately
following the fiscal year in which they accrued, they shall be deemed forfeited.
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SECTION 4.
Upon termination of employment during the contract period, an eligible
employee shall be entitled to prorated vacation pay as set forth hereafter. A
terminated eligible employee shall be entitled to receive the applicable
entitlement accrued during the preceding fiscal year and unused at the time of
termination and an additional amount in the year of termination for each full
month worked.
SECTION 5.
When holidays occur during an eligible employee's vacation period, the eligible
employee shall not be charged vacation days for the holiday and shall receive
holiday pay.
SECTION 6.
Vacation days shall be taken in units not less than one half (1/2) day.
ARTICLE VII
EMPLOYEE MEDICAL INSPECTIONS
SECTION 1.
A)
C)
Each new employee will be required to have and pass a physical
examination by the school physician. The arrangement for said physical
will be made by the administration.
B) Tine tests or chest X-rays may be required every third (3rd) year. An
employee with a positive reaction' to a tine test shall arrange for a' chest
X-ray within one (1) week of the reading. The report shall be sent to the
Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources. An employee who does
not wish to submit to the tine test shall arrange for a chest X-ray, the
results to be sent to the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources
by December 1 of each required school year.
Bus Drivers and Bus Attendants shall be required to have an annual
medical examination in a manner prescribed in paragraph (A) above
pursuant to regulations established by the Commissioner, which shall
include a vision test pursuant to regulations issued by the Commissioner
all in accordance with the provisions of Article 19-A of the Vehicle and
Traffic Law of the State of New York as amended.
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D) Any employee may be required to have a physical examination in
accordance with Education Law §913 at any time deemed necessary by
the Board of Education. An employee may choose to have said
examination by his/her own doctor. If so said examination must follow
the form required by the District and the cost of said physical
examination shall be paid for by the employee. There shall not be any
charge for a physical examination completed by a school physician or
school designated physician.
ARTICLE VIII
SUPERVISION
Supervisors will not perform any work, regular or overtime, that is usually
done by employees within the bargaining unit except in the case of
emergencies. Supervisors to include:
1.
2.
3.
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
Director of Transportation
Director of Food Service
ARTICLE IX
HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE
SECTION 1.
Any employee who works at least twenty (20) hours per week, shall be eligible
for the H~alth Insurance provided for by the District known as the Blue
Cross/Blue Shield - Regionwide II Plan in accordance with the provisions
below. .
Modifications made in this plan by the District during the term of this
Agreement shall accrue to the members of this unit provided these changes
shall not result in a reduction of benefits as of 1 July 1977.
The following provisions shall apply to both the fee-for-service plan and the
H.M.O.:
A)
B)
Employees who regularly work thirty (30) hours or more per week -
District will contribute 900/0of the premium.
Employees who regularly work 20 to 29.75 hours per week or all bus
drivers and bus attendants who have at least a single run - a "single run"
is one morning run and one afternoon run - District will contribute 800/0
of the premium.
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C) The District will accept enrollments in its Flexible Benefits Plan from
employees eligible for insurance coverage under Section 1 of this Article.
D) The parties agree that after consultation and agreement with the
Association the District may change its primary health insurance carrier
and substitute a new primary carrier. In making such a change, it is not
the District's intention to diminish the current level of benefits, but to
provide substantially the same level of benefits at a reduced cost.
SECTION 2 - DENTAL INSURANCE
The District shall contribute up to one hundred twenty five dollars ($125.00)
for individual coverage or one hundred fifty dollars ($150.00) for family per year
per participating bargaining unit member for a dental insurance plan
designated by the District.
. SECTION 3 - INSURANCE COVERAGE DURING LEAVES OF ABSENCE
Employees who are on leave of absence without pay may elect to continue
participation in the District's group health insurance program. Such
continuation shall be contingent upon written request of the employee, who
shall pay the total cost of health insurance premiums on a timely basis. For
insurance during a Family and Medical Leave Act absence, see Article XIV,
Section 9(E).
SECTION 4 - HEALTH INSURANCE AFTER RETIREMENT FROM
BALDWINSVILLE CENTRAL SCHOOL
Health insurance for employees who retire on or after July 1,2002, shall be
offered on the following terms:
Prerequisites:
-The employee must be eligible for enrollment in the District's health
insurance, and enrolled, for the final year of employment, in the plan (single or
two-person) and carrier (primary carrier or other) the employee wishes to have
after retirement.
-The employee must have worked for the District for at least 15 continuous
years.
-The employee must work at least 30 hours per week in a bargaining unit title
or combination of bargaining unit titles for at least the final year before
retiremen t.
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-The employee must be eligible to retire without any reduction in his or her
pension, according to the rules of the State Employees' Retirement System, or,
if not a member, would have been eligible to retire without such a reduction.
Terms:
For each retiree who qualifies, the District will pay $2,462 per year toward the
cost of the premium. This amount is 800/0 of the average individual health
insurance premium in 2001-02 for all of the plans carried by the District.
Such payments shall continue for ten (10) years starting with the date of
retirement. When a retiree becomes eligible for Medicare, the yearly
contribution made to the retiree by the District will be used to offset the
premiums for the District-sponsored Medicare supplement. If the insured
retiree dies before the ten years have elapsed, his/her surviving insured
dependents may continue their insurance at no cost to the District.
ARTICLE X
RETIREMENT
SECTION 1.
The present 1/50th New York State Retirement Plan (751) shall be continued in
effect during the term of this Agreement, with the addition of the sick leave
rider (allowance for unused sick leave for members in the employ of the District
-- In addition to any other service credit to which he is entitled, a member shall
. .
be granted one day of additional service credit for each day of accumulated
unused sick leave which he has at time of retirement for service, but such
credit shall not (a) exceed one hundred sixty five (165) days, (b) be considered
in meeting any service or age requirements, and (c) be considered in computing
final average salary).
SECTION 2.
An employee having a question regarding the retirement plan shall address it to
New York State Employees Retirement System
Governor Smith Office Building
Albany, New York 12244
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SECTION 3.
Upon retirement from the District, the District will pay thirty dollars ($30.00)
[hourly rate of $3.75] for an eight (8) hour day for each accumulated and
unused sick leave day. The payment will then be utilized to offset the
employees' and their spouses' health insurance coverage after retirement to the
extent of funds available. To continue coverage the employee will be required
to pay any difference between premium and dollars available under this section
and will cease when one of the following situations occurs first:
A)
B)
Death of the employee;
Termination of the employee's health insurance coverage; or
C) When premium payments on behalf of the employee have reached the
amount computed hereunder at the rate set out above.
SECTION 4.
The payment noted in Section 3 above is in addition to the use of such leave for
the purpose of Section 41-j of the Retirement Law.
ARTICLE XI
CSEA REPRESENTATIVES, MEETINGS WITH
EMPLOYEES, BULLETIN BOARDS AND MAILING LISTS
ASSOCIATION DAYS
SECTION 1.
The District agrees to provide a bulletin board for each of the following:
1 - in the Bus Garage. .
1 - in the Grounds Department Building.
1 - in each of the operating cafeterias.
B) The CSEA agrees the material posted on such board will be of a
noncontroversial matter.
C) The District shall post Civil Service vacancy notices received pertaining to
positions in the bargaining unit.
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SECTION 2.
The District will provide the CSEA President with a current up-to-date mailing
list of all employees once yearly.
SECTION 3.
A) In order to facilitate prompt disposition of employee problems, and
subject to limitations set forth in Section 4, below, the assigned CSEA
staff labor representative and the authorized CSEA unit representatives
shall be allowed to meet with an employee during school hours, with
proper notification and subject to limitations set forth in Section 4,
below, to discuss problems relating to this agreement.
B) Contract Committee
In years when a new collective bargaining agreement has been
negotiated, the negotiating committee from labor and management will
meet together with all middle managers to explain contract changes and
to answer questions on the new agreement, as soon as possible after the
opening of school or the approval of a new agreement. The committee
will meet during other years if the Union or one or more middle managers
requests such a meeting.
SECTION 4.
The limitations on this right to meet during school hours are as follows:
A)
B)
C)
D)
Prior to any such meeting the Field Representative or the President of the
Association or his/her designated representative shall notify the
employee's Supervisor.
The discussions at any such meetings shall be confined to problems
relating to this Agreement which shall not be deemed to include
collective bargaining strategy.
No such meeting shall interfere with the performance of the concerned
employee's duties.
Such meetings shall not be used for the processing of grievances under
Article XIV hereof.
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E) Any abuse of these limitations shall result in a termination of the
meeting rights hereunder.
SECTION 5.
The Association President, or designee, shall be allowed a maximum of two (2)
days per year without loss of pay to complete Association business. The
President shall give the Superintendent at least five (5) contract days written
notice of the designated employee and the purpose for same.
ARTICLE XII
LIAISON COMMITTEE
SECTION 1.
In the interest of promoting harmonious relations and the pursuit of matters of
mutual interest, a liaison committee shall be established having as its basic
purpose the discussion and recommendation of solutions to problems arising
under this Agreement which are either not covered by or deemed most
effectively dealt with outside the grievance procedure.
SECTION 2.
The committee shall consist of representatives of the CSEA and the District,
each to select its own members and neither to select more than six (6) unless
additional members are mutually agreed upon and each is to notify the other of
the identity of those serving on the committee not later than October 1
annually.
SECTION 3.
Meetings of the committee shall be held at such times and places agreed upon
by the CSEA and the District but not more often than once per month unless
mutually agreed upon. At such meetings the members shall work steadfastly
toward solution of the problems presented.
SECTION 4.
The committee by Agreement of its members shall submit written reports of
recommendations arrived at during its meetings to the S\lperintendent and the
CSEA. Committee recommendations are binding only upon written acceptance
of such recommendations by the District and the CSEA and, in the case of a
recommended calendar of holidays, by adoption by the Board of Education.
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SECTION 5.
The District will meet with members of the liaison committee and the members
of the liaison committee of the Baldwinsville Central School Association of
Educational Support Personnel prior to June 1 of each school year in order to
discuss and recommend a calendar of holidays for the succeeding school year
for submission to the Board of Education.
SECTION 6.
A Transportation Liaison Committee will be utilized to clarify concerns and
issues as they arise. The committee shall consist of the President of the
Baldwinsville School Unit; two School Bus Drivers; the Director of
Transportation; the School Transportation Safety Officer; and the Assistant
Superintendent for Human Resources.
ARTICLE XIII
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A) Purpose
It is the intent of the District and the CSEA that all grievances be
resolved informally or at the earliest possible stage of this grievance
procedure. Both parties recognize that the procedure must be available
without any fear of discrimination because of its use. Informal
statements at any stage shall bind the immediate parties to the
settlement but shall not be a precedent in a later grievance proceeding.
B) Definitions
1. A "Grievance" is any alleged violation of this Agreement or any
dispute with respect to its meaning or application.
2. A "Grievant" is an employee or group of employees who submit a
grievance.
3. A "Day" is any day on which the District Office is open.
C) Submission
1. Before submission of a written grievance the grievant may attempt
to resolve the grievance informally with his/her immediate
supervisor within four (4) workdays of the date of occurrence of the
event over which the grievance arises.
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D)
2. If no informal settlement is attempted, or if it is attempted and
fails, the grievance shall be submitted by the grievant in writing
within seven (7) workdays of the date of occurrence of the event
over which the grievance arises. A written grievance shall be
submitted to the immediate Supervisor. The grievance shall set
forth
a) The name of the grievant.
b) The provision(s) of the Agreement deemed breached.
c) The time when and the place where the alleged events or
conditions constituting the grievance took place.
d) If known, the identity of the person responsible for causing
such event or condition.
e) A general description of the grievance.
f) The redress sought by the grievant.
A grievance which is not submitted within seven (7) workdays after
the grievant knew or should have known of the events or
conditions on which it is based, shall be waived by the grievant
and may not thereafter be the subject of the grievance procedure.
3.
Procedure
The immediate Supervisor who receives the first (1 st) submission
of a written grievance shall respond in writing to each such
grievance within ten (10) workdays after its receipt. The response
to the grievance shall state the reason therefor.
1.
If the grievance is not settled by the immediate Supervisor's written
answer in (1) above, the grievant may, within ten (10) workdays of
receipt of the written reply in (1) above, submit the grievance to the
Superintendent and request a meeting. The written request must
contain the endorsement of the President of the Association or the
President's designee.
2.
(a) The Superintendent or his/her designee shall meet with the
grievant and the Association's grievance committee with
reasonable promptness; however, if the meeting is not held
within ten (10) workdays of receipt of the request, the
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3.
a)
b)
c)
d)
E) Time Limits
grievant, by written notice to the Superintendent to that
effect, may elect to proceed to arbitration.
(b) At the meeting the grievant at his/her election may also be
accompanied by a CSEA representative. The District shall
be represented at such meeting by the Superintendent or
his/her designee, such other persons as the Superintendent
or his/her designee may deem necessary, and, at the
District's option, by a Board representative.
(c) If the grievance is not settled by mutual agreement at the
meeting, the District shall give its answer orally at that time
to be confirmed in writing upon request or, in the
alternative, may submit its written answer within ten (10)
workdays after completion of the meeting.
If the grievance is not settled by the answer of the District in §D(2)
above, the grievant (with CSEA endorsement) may take the matter
to arbitration by written election to that effect given to the District
within ten (10) workdays after receipt of its answer, whether given
orally at the meeting or in writing thereafter. The parties shall
then within ten (10) workdays agree to the appointment of an
impartial arbitrator and submit the grievance to him/her for a
decision. If unable to agree within the allotted ten (10) workdays,
selection of the Arbitrator shall be accomplished under the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association.
The arbitration proceedings shall be conducted under the
rules of the American Arbitration Association.
The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to add to,
subtract from, modify, change or alter any of the provisions
of this Agreement.
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon
the parties.
Fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall be shared equally
by the District and the CSEA.
If the District or any designated representative thereof fails at any step to
hold a conference or give an answer within the time limits provided, the
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grievant or the CSEA may advance to the next step in this procedure.
Time limits of the grievance procedure may be waived by mutual
agreemen t.
F) Meetings
Where meetings under this grievance procedure are held during the
workday of the Association President and his/her designated
representative, by Agreement of the District and the Association, the said
President and designated representative shall not lose any portion of
their pay caused by such attendance.
G) Withdrawal
Nothing in this grievance procedure shall prevent a grievant on his/her
own volition from withdrawing a grievance at any stage of the procedure.
H) Association's Grievance Committee
The Association's grievance committee shall be comprised of the elected
Association officers and at least one (1) representative from each of the
Transportation, Food Service and Custodial Maintenance Departments,
such committee not to exceed ten (10) in number. The District shall be
advised in writing of the members of the committee prior to the
commencement of each fiscal year and of any changes made during such
fiscal year.
ARTICLE XIV
LEAVES
PREAMBLE
Wherever paid leave days are referred to, for bus drivers, bus attendants, and
food service personnel, days shall be converted to equivalent hours.
Changes in Work Schedule
A. When driving routes change, fringe benefit days for personal leave, sick
leave and family illness leave for bus drivers and attendants will be
prorated annually on the following basis:
1. Changes less than three quarters of an hour which occur after
October 1, but before February 1 will be calculated and prorated to
be effective February 1. Changes of less than three quarters of an
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hour which occur after February 1 shall not change fringe benefit
days.
2. Changes of three quarters of an hour or more will be calculated
and prorated effective with the first of the following month.
B. For Food Service personnel, paid fringe benefit days shall be converted to
equivalent hours. .
A. Personal Leave
SECTION 1.
Personal Leave is intended to provide an employee with time to attend to
personal matters that can only be attended to during the regular working day,
such as attendance at a closing of a sale or purchase of a residence, emergency
residence maintenance problems, other emergencies, medical and dental
appointments, religious holidays, etc., and is not intended to be used to create
or extend a school or an individual's vacation or holiday period, or for ordinary
recreational purposes, or for arriving late at the beginning of the school year or
leaving early at the end of the school year.
SECTION 2.
A) Full-time employees shall be entitled to three (3) days of personal leave
per school year on a non-cumulative basis. The "three (3) days" for
part-time employees shall be based on their regularly scheduled
workday.
B) Food Service employees with less' than ten (10) years of service shall be
entitled to one (1) personal day per year.
SECTION 3.
An employee intending to be absent on personal leave shall give his/her
immediate supervisor a twenty four (24) hour minimum written notice, in
advance of such absence, except in case of an emergency. In the event that an
employee has used one (1) day of personal leave and intends to use a second
(2nd) and/or third (3rd) day of personal leave, said employee shall give his/her
immediate Supervisor a reason in writing for such intended absence.
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SECTION 4.
The immediate supervisor shall have the right to limit the number of employees
taking personal leave on any given day when substitutes are not available or
work load does not permit such absences.
SECTION 5.
a. Personal Leave may be taken in units of not less than one half (1/2) of
the employee's regular workday.
b. . Unused persona1leave days at the end of each school year shall be added
to the sick leave accumulation of the individual employee.
B) Bereavement Leave
SECTION 1.
Each employee shall be granted up to three (3) days of leave with full pay for
each death in the immediate family. .
Immediate family shall consist of the following:
Husband
Wife
Mother
Father
Step-Parents
Step-Children
Grandparents
Grandparents of Spouse
Grandchildren
Guardians
Sister
Brother
Son
Daughter
Father-in-law
Mother-in-law
Daughter-in-law
Son-in-law
SECTION 2.
Each employee shall be allowed one df:iy with pay to attend the funeral of
members of the family in each of the following categories:
Aunt or Uncle
Aunt or Uncle of Spouse
Nephew
Brother-in-law
Sister-in-law
Niece
Cousins
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SECTION 3.
Bereavement Leave may be taken in units of not less than one half (1/2) of the
employee's regular workday.
SECTION 4.
A ten month employee employed by the District during the summer shall be
entitled to use bereavement leave if he/she was employed for the preceding
school year.
SECTION 5.
In unusual circumstances, extensions to the above may be granted by the
Superintendent or his/her designee, but such extensions will be deducted from
the employees' acc~mulated sick leave.
C. Sick Leave
SECTION 1.
In the first year of employment, except as noted in Section 2 (B), all new
employees will be allowed, as of the effective date of their Board appointment,
one (1) day of sick leave for each full working month commencing after said
effective date through June 30 (e.g., effective date of Board appointment is
September 3 - number of days of sick leave allowed is nine (9) - one (1) day for
each full working month commencing October through June).
SECTION 2.
A) Each employee shall be allowed to accumulate sick leave without limit.
An employee will be deemed to have exhausted one (1) day of sick leave
for each day said employee is absent from work by reason of personal
illness or physical disability.
B) Food Service employees hired after 1 July 1982, shall be allowed six (6)
days of sick leave for ten (10) full working months of service annually
prorated for persons commencing employment after September 1.
SECTION 3.
A physician's certificate for personal illness or physical disability may be
requested by the District.
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SECTION 4.
There will be no loss of pay for employees who are quarantined. Sick leave
days will be deducted.
SECTION 5.
Sick leave may be taken in units of not less than one half (1/2) of the
employee's regular workday.
SECTION 6.
A ten month employee employed by the District during the summer shall be
entitled to use sick leave if that employee has sick leave on the books.
SECTION 7.
On. or before the first (1st) pay date in October, the District shall make
available in the main office of each building a print-out for employees' review of
their accrued sick leave.
SECTION 8.
Any employee who does not use a sick leave day during a contract year (July 1
- June 30) shall receive one (1) additional day's pay at his/her rate of pay. Said
payment shall be made in July of each year.
SECTION 9. - EMERGENCY EXTENDED SICK LEAVE
The District and the Association agree to meet and discuss, on a case by case
basis, the right to allow unit employees to contribute on a voluntary basis, a
portion of their unused sick leave to a fellow employee who is faced with a
personal medical emergency and has exhausted his/her own sick leave time.
The District shall retain the right to make the final decision on each case after
meeting and discussing an employee's personal medical emergency needs with
the Association President. This provision shall not be subject to the grievance
and arbitration procedure contained herein.
Family and Medical Leave Act provisions will apply to employees who qualify,
for leaves which qualify, pursuant to Section E.1 of this Article.
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3.
D.
E)
1.
Family Inness
1. Each employee shall be entitled to two (2) days of family leave for
illness in the immediate family per fiscal year on a non-cumulative
basis.
2. Immediate family consists of those domiciled with the employee or
first (1st) degree kinship.
3. Family sick leave may be taken in units of not less than one half
(1/2) day.
4. An employee intending to be absent on family sick leave shall give
said employee's immediate supervisor adequate advance notice,
. with reasons, where practicable. The District may require
verification of the family relationship and an affirmation that the
illness is 'serious' as defined in the F.M.L.A. The District may
request medical documentation pursuant to that statute.
5. In unusual circumstances, extensions to the above may be granted
by the Superintendent or his/her designee, but such extensions
will be deducted from the employees' accum':llated sick leave.
6. Family and Medical Leave Act provisions will apply to employees
who qualify, for leaves which qualify, pursuant to Section E.l of
this Article.
Family and Medical Leave Act
In accordance with the applicable provisions of the Family and Medical
Leave Act of 1993 ("FMLA"), eligible unit members shall be entitled to up
to twelve (12) weeks (60 work days) of unpaid leave for FMLA approved
absences per fiscal year (July 1 - June 30).
2. To be eligible for FMLA leave an employee must have worked for the
Baldwinsville Central School District for at least 12 months and at least
1,250 hours during the 12 months immediately preceding
commencement of leave.
Eligible employees wishing to take FMLA leave must make application for
such leave, in advance (30 days where possible, or as soon thereafter as
the employee becomes aware of the need for such leave), on a form
available from the Baldwinsville Central School District Human
Resources Office.
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4. An employee granted FMLA leave will continue to be covered under the
Baldwinsville Central School District's group health plan and dental
insurance plans, under the same conditions as coverage would have
been provided if the employee had been continuously employed during
the leave period. The employee will be responsible for paying his/her
portion of the applicable premium rate(s).
5. When an employee requests FMLA leave, the District will first determine
whether he/she is eligible under ~2 of this section. Then the District will
look back to the preceding July 1; absences, if any, of four (4) or more
consecutive days for personal illness (paid or unpaid) and any previous
FMLA leave occurring from July 1 to the effective date of the current
FMLA leave will be subtracted from the twelve-week entitlement.
The employee will then be granted the remainder of the twelve weeks for
the requested leave. If the requested leave is for the employee's own
serious health condition, paid sick leave shall run concurrently with the
FMLA leave. Employees who have other applicable paid leave credits (i.e.
personal and family illness leaves) may, at the employee's option, apply
such paid leave time against their FMLA leave and such paid leave shall
run concurrently with and be a part of the FMLA absence.
If the FMLA leave is for the employee's own illness, the District may
require a physical examination before such employee returns to work.
Except as otherwise provided for herein, FMLA leave shall be subject to
~d governed by the applicable statute.
Parental Leave
SECTION 1.
Parental leave will be granted to an employee after permanent appointment
under Civil Service Law upon application in writing to the District. Such
application shall be filed at least 30 calendar days before the estimated date of
delivery and shall indicate the requested date of termination of such leave,
which shall not be more than one (1) year after the first day of the leave.
SECTION 2.
During the period of absence on leave, an employee shall neither gain rights or
lose those already earned, such as salary step or accumulated sick leave, but
seniority shall continue to accrue. In case no vacancy exists in his/her Civil
Service classification at the end of the established period for leave of absence,
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the leave of absence will be extended until there is a vacancy or' until the
beginning of the next school year, whichever is earlier. A bus driver upon
return to duty shall not execute his/her seniority rights until the September 1
following the end of the leave of absence, but shall be required to accept
whatever bus route becomes available until that time. If an employee's
parental leave ends on or before August 31, he/she shall be entitled to exercise
his/her seniority rights for the upcoming school year. Accumulated sick leave
will not be used for parental leave.
SECTION 3. - ADOPTION
It shall be the duty of the employee to notify the Superintendent or his/her
designee within five (5) workdays after receiving notice of approval for adoption.
The employee shall notify the Superintendent or his/her designee verbally
within twenty-four (24) hours and in writing within one (1) workday after
notification of the placement date.
SECTION 4.
The employee, if he/she qualifies, will be entitled to Family and Medical Leave
pursuant to the Act and to Section E.1 of this Article.
G) Jury Duty
Each employee should be granted leave with full pay for the period necessary
to perform jury duty. .~uch absences shall not be deducted from any other
leave of absence. The employee shall receive his/her regular wages during
such service but shall return to the District the standard fee allowed for jury
duty excluding any mileage and parking fee allowances (Payments for jury duty
which are returned to the District will not exceed wages paid by the School
District for that day).
H) Leave or Absence
SECTION 1.
An employee of the District may make written request to the District for a leave
of absence without pay for a period not to exceed one (1) year. The request
shall give the reason and length of leave desired. Any leave of absence without
pay must be granted by the Board of Education in order for an employee's
seniority to be retained.
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SECTION 2.
Approval of the request for a leave of absence shall be the responsibility of the
District.
ARTICLE XV
SENIORITY
SECTION 1. Definitions
Seniority under this Agreement shall consist of the following:
A. Regular employees
1. District seniority - which commences on the most recent date of
employment within this bargaining unit. District seniority applies
to District-wide conditions of employment which depend on
seniority.
2. Departmental seniority - which commences on the most recent
date an employee begins work in a particular department.
Departmental seniority applies to transfers, promotions,
reductions in force, and bumping.
3. Title seniority - which commences on the most recent date
employee begins work in a particular department in a specific job
title. Title seniority applies to transfers, reductions in force, and
bumping.
B. When the employee finishes his/her probationary period, seniority shall
begin to accrue and shall be retroactive to his/her first day, on the job as
a probationary employee. District, departmental, and title seniority shall
be calculated as continuous employment in the applicable department
and job title with the District since the most recent date of probationary
appointment.
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SECTION 2. -DEPARTMENTS
Departments under this Agreement shall consist of the following Oob titles are
given numerical "ratings" for the purpose of this article only):
A) Building and Grounds
1. Custodian III (Senior High School)
1. Maintenance Crew Leader
2. Maintenance Worker II
2. Custodian II (Junior High School)
2. Custodian II (Middle School)
2. Custodian II (Elementary)
2. Grounds Crew Leader
3. Maintenance Worker I
4. Groundskeeper
4. Custodian I
4. Driver Messenger
5. Laborer I
5. Custodial Worker I
6. Custodial Helper
B) Food Service
1. Cook Manager
2. Food Service Helper II
3. Food Service Helper I
C) Transportation
Sub-Department A Sub-Department B
1.
2.
3.
Automotive Mechanic Crew Leader 4.
Automotive Mechanic 5.
Automotive Mechanic Helper
Bus Driver
Laborer I (Fueler)
Sub-Department C - 6. Bus Attendant
Sub-Department A can bump into Sub-Department B, but B cannot cross-
bump into A. Sub-Department C cannot bump A or B.
SECTION 3. - LAYOFF, BUMPING AND RECALL
A) For layoff purposes (excepting competitive employees), the employee with
the least title seniority shall be the first to be laid off until the total
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number of employees required to reduce the work force within that
particular title shall be established. Having exhausted his/her seniority
in his/her current title, the laid off employee shall exercise his/her
departmental seniority to bump an employee with lesser seniority on a
lower job title in his/her department.
B) Recalls shall be in the inverse order of layoffs. Competitive employees
shall be laid off and recalled in accordance with the applicable provisions
of the Civil Service Law and shall have the same bumping privileges as
non-competitive employees under this Agreement.
C) Reduction in Food Service Department employee work hours or
elimination of positions:
In the event that the District contemplates a reduction in Food Service
Department employee work hours or the elimination or cutback in Food
Service Department employee positions, the District shall notify in
writing the affected employee thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of
the reduction in work hours or the elimination of a position.
In the event a specific Food Service Department employee's hours are
reduced, such employee shall be entitled to use either title seniority or
departmental seniority to prevent or mitigate a reduction in work hours.
SECTION 4. - ACCRUAL AND TERMINATION
Seniority shall CONTINUE TO ACCRUE during any absence during which the
employee continues to be on the payroll as if working.
Seniority shall be FROZEN during the following events:
Any unpaid leave of absence;
Any time off the payroll due to a medical disability for a period up to that
permitted under either §71 or §73 of the Civil Service Law, whichever is
applicable. "Off the payroll" shall mean "date beginning with which
compensation is no longer paid by the District as if the employee were
working" .
Any layoff.
When the employee returns to work, his/her seniority is restored, but no
seniority shall be earned during the time off the payroll.
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Seniority shall be BROKEN by any of the following events:
Resignation
Retirement
Termination
Abandonment of Position
Failure to return from a leave of absence within three (3) working days
after the end of the leave.
Layoff, with no recall during the time periods set out in § 3.B of this
Article.
Failure to return from a layoff within three (3) working days of receipt of
a certified notice of recall from the District.
C) If two (2) or more employees commence employment on the same date
after July 1, 1975, their relative placement on the seniority list shall be
determined by drawing a number. In the event that two (2) or more of
employees who commence employment on the same date, any employee
who has substituted for 40 days or more within the department into
which he/she is hired will have that substitute service counted to break
ties in seniority.
If seniority, counting substitute service, is still tied, numbers will be drawn to
break the tie.
D)
E)
An employee who transfers to a new department does not transfer
his/her departmental seniority from the old to the new department, but
retains it without further accumulation in the old department. Where a
layoff thereafter occurs in the new department affecting the transferred
employee, he/she may use his/her accumulated departmental seniority
in the old department to bump back into it.
The District shall post seniority lists in each department at the beginning
of each school year.
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SECTION 1. -BIDDING - GENERAL
A) Within ten (10) days of the date a new job is established, or within ten
(10) days of the effective date of a vacancy which constitutes a promotion
(move to a higher paying position), the District shall post the same for
three (3) working days in all departments covered by this Agreement.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the District shall not be required to post a
new job, vacancy, or transfer in the job titles of Cook Manager,
Custodian II and Custodian III.
B) Within three (3) working days after any such posting, any employee
eligible under the provisions of this Agreement who desires the job shall
apply for a position by signing the bid sheet.
C) Within ten (10) working days of the date of posting, the position if
awarded shall be posted on all CSEA bulletin boards.
SECTION 2. - PROMOTIONS AND TRANSFERS
A) Every employee who is promoted or transferred, except for any voluntary
transfer downward, shall serve a probationary period of twelve (12) weeks
beginning with the employee's first day of work in the new position except
when the employee, the President of the Union, and the District all agree
to extend the probationary period up to but not in excess of a total of
fifty-two (52) weeks. Except for voluntary downward transfers, the
employee shall be paid at a rate at least equal to his/her rate of pay in
the prior position.
B) In the event an opportunity arises for a promotion or a non-promotional
transfer within the Bargaining Unit (other than in the job titles Cook
Manager, Custodian II and Custodian III,) due either to a vacancy or the
creation of a new job, employees within the Department involved who
wish to fill such vacant position or new job may apply in accordance with
the bidding procedure contained in Section 1 of this article. Where
knowledge and ability to perlorm the work available and physical fitness
are relatively equal, departmental seniority will prevail. If no
applications are received from or if a job is not awarded within the
Department, applications of qualified employees from other departments
may then be considered. Where knowledge and ability to perform the
work available and physical fitness are relatively equal, District seniority
shall prevail.
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C) In the event an opportunity arises for a promotion or a non-promotional
transfer within the bargaining unit in the job titles Cook Manager,
Custodian II and Custodian III, due either to a vacancy or the creation of
a new job, the District shall offer such vacant position or new job to
another employee within such job title. Where knowledge and ability to
perform the work available and physical fitness are relatively equal, title
seniority shall prevail in the offering and awarding of a position. If after
offering a position an offer is not accepted, or if after offering and
awarding a position a vacancy is created which is not filled by the
District in accordance herewith, the District may post the same for three
(3) working days in all departments covered by this Agreement.
All employees within the department involved (exclusive of those who
were offered but refused to accept a position) who wish to fill such vacant
position or new job shall be allowed to apply in accordance with the
bidding procedure contained in Section 1 of this article. Where
knowledge and ability to perform the work available and physical fitness
are relatively equal, departmental seniority shall prevail. If no
applications are received from or if a job is not awarded within the
department, applications of qualified employees from other departments
may then be considered. Where knowledge and ability to perform the
work available and physical fitness are relatively equal, district seniority
shall prevail.
The "knowledge and ability" clauses shall apply only when comparing
two qualified internal applicants. The District will, however, give all
internal applicants serious consideration.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, where the District determines that the
transfer of an employee or employees within a job title may be necessary,
the District may offer to transfer such employee or employees within
such job title. If the employee or employees to whom the offer is made
agree to the transfer, the agreement shall be evidenced in writing with a
copy of same to be placed in each affected employee's personnel file.
SECTION 3. - BIDDING - SPECIAL PROVISIONS
A) Food Service Department
1. One final round of annual bidding was conducted. Vacancies shall
be filled pursuant to Section 1 of this Article.
2. When a change occurs in the time of a given position of 15 minutes
(more or less) the job will be posted and employees whose total
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or less
At Durgee Jr. High (1 position) Food Service Helper I with 4 hours
or less
At Ray Middle (1 position) Food Service Helper I with 4 hours
or less
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hours worked would change by 15 minutes would be eligible to bid
on posting. Where knowledge and ability to perform the work
available and physical fitness are relatively equal, title seniority
shall prevail in the awarding of the position.
3. Transfer requests that do not precipitate a change in hours worked
can be made to the Food Service Director. They will be facilitated
as much as possible.
4. Cafeteria employees who are interested in extra work within their
assigned buildings which will give them greater daily hours than
normally assigned will sign up for same at the beginning of the
school year.
5. Employees who have their hours increased or decreased over the
bid hours shall have their holiday and paid leave hours adjusted
accordingly.
6. In-house Food Service staff would substitute for the following
employees when they are absent:'
a) This shall be done through a rotating seniority list composed
of employees in each school who sign up for extra work,
pursuan t to Section 3 (A) (4) of this Article.
b) This provision shall not apply to substituting for the Cook-
Manager or any Food Service position not listed in this
section.
B) Transportation Department - Bus Drivers
1. In reference to Article 16.3.B of the 1999-2002 collective
bargaining agreement, one final round of bidding for all bus drivers
and attendants was held in August 1998.
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2. Vacancies will be filled using the same posting and "bidding
procedure as for other vacancies in the bargaining unit (Section 1
of this Article).
3. Substantial changes that occur in bus routes during the year of
thirty (30) minutes or more, or forty-five (45) minutes for Special
Needs Routes, will be subject to rebid by drivers and/ or
attendants. Bidding will be conducted in such a way as to
facilitate any and all drivers/ attendants/routes impacted. All
changes as a result of the route bidding will occur simultaneously.
4. Routes that change in increments of fifteen (15) minutes, totaling
thirty (30) minutes within thirty (30) workdays,l or Special Needs
Routes totaling forty-five (45) minutes, are subject to rebidding as
outlined above.
5. Substantial changes outside the general proximity of the route bid
during the year are subject to rebid, except Out of
District/Differential/Daycare/Foster Care.
6. Any Driver/Attendant may bid on any posted route.
7. Drivers/ Attendants whose routes are decreased or eliminated
during the year will maintain pay amount prior to decrease until a
route equivalent to or greater than the original time becomes
available. The affected Driver/Attendant may, at that time, choose
to keep his/her own run notwithstanding paragraph #3 above; and
the employee will be paid equal to the hours worked. At that time
the affected Driver/Attendant who does not choose to keep his/her
own run must attempt to acquire that route through the
established bidding procedures. Declining to do so results in an
adjustment in pay equal to the hours worked. If a run of equal or
greater length is not available, the affected driver or attendant may
bump a less senior driver or attendant in an equal time position, or
a position with less time and pay.
8. Employees unable to be present on the bid date must, prior to
such date, indicate their route preference to their union
representative in writing, choose a proxy, (must be in writing,
except in emergencies) or lose their title seniority for the purpose of
the bid.
I A "workday" is defmed in Article IV, Section 2.
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9. Summer School Routes
a) All provisions contained herein will apply to summer school
routes prior to the beginning of summer school. Afterwards,
any changes in route time, including elimination of that
route, will subject Driver/Attendant to resulting change in
pay.
b) Bidding for Summer Runs - All summer runs shall be posted
and awarded by title seniority and paid on the driver's hourly
rate.
10. Vacancies that occur prior to June 1 will be posted and subject to
all provisions contained herein. Vacancies that occur on or after
June 1 will result in placement of substitute Drivers/Attendants
for the remainder of the school year.
11. Kindergarten Runs
a) For In-District Kindergarten Runs:
Upon elimination of any in-district kindergarten runs, the affected
driver shall bump the least senior kindergarten run driver. The
time of this run being assumed must not conflict with the driver's
current driving schedule. Should it be impossible to bump into
another run, the driver will continue to be paid as specified in item
# 7, above. If a less senior driver is bumped as outlined earlier,
he/she will continue to be paid as specified in item #7. If a conflict
of schedule arises on a newly created run, this will not be
considered a decline of bid. Drivers being paid under this section
are expected to report to the Transportation Center for the
specified time and may be used to substitute drive, perform
minimal clerical duties (such as distributing handouts, copying),
view training videos and serve as bus attendants on an emergency
basis.
b) For Out of District Kindergarten Runs:
Out of district runs created after January 2000 will be bid upon on
a yearly basis. If an out of district run created after January 2000
is eliminated during the year, the above guidelines do not apply.
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ARTICLE XVII
EVALUATION
Each probationary employee will be evaluated by his/her immediate
supervisor at least twice during his/her probationary period.
Each permanent employee will be evaluated by his/her immediate
supervisor at least once each calendar year.
Each evaluation will be in writing on a form provided by the District. The
evaluator and the employee shall both sign and date the evaluation. The
employee's signature indicates only that s/he has seen the completed
evaluation, not that s/he necessarily agrees with its contents.
An employee may have a conference to discuss the evaluation with
his/her supervisor upon the employee's request. The supervisor shall
have the right to call such a conference.
Each employee will receive a copy of each of his/her evaluations.
ARTICLE XVIII
OUT OF TITLE WORK
When an employee, other than a casual employee, is asked to perform the
duties of a higher classification which carries a higher rate than his/hers,
he/she shall, commencing on the fourth (4th) consecutive day on which he
performs said duties, receive the applicable rate of such higher classification
retroactive to the first (1st) day. If asked to perform duties of a lower
classification, he/she shall continue to receive his/her regular rate.
ARTICLE XIX
DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE PROCEDURE
The following procedure shall be the exclusive one for all disciplinary actions,
including termination of employment, for all permanent employees covered by
this Agreement. For appeals from disciplinary action, this procedure shall be
used instead of the grievance procedure, Article XIII of this Agreement, and the
parties expressly waive the use of Sections 75 and 76 of the Civil Service Law
in favor of this procedure.
Definitions:
A "permanent employee" shall mean an employee who has satisfactorily
completed his/her probationary period in his/her current job title, as provided
by the New York State Civil Service Law and the Onondaga County Civil Service
Rules.
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"Disciplinary action" shall include, but is not limited to, an oral warning, a
written reprimand, suspension without pay, demotion, a fine, termination of
employment, or any combination thereof or any other such penalties as are
deemed appropriate by the Employer. The date and substance of any oral
warning shall be noted in the records of the employee's immediate supervisor,
but shall not be made a part of the employee's personnel file.
Representation:
An employee shall be entitled, upon request, to have an Association
representative present if the District has reason to believe that a meeting with
that employee may lead to discipline. Such a meeting shall not be
unreasonably delayed while waiting for an Association representative.
An employee shall be entitled to representation by a unit officer or a labor
relations specialist .from the C.S.E.A. at each step of the discipline and
discharge procedure.
Notice of Discipline:
No disciplinary action shall be commenced under this Article more than 15
months after the District knew of the occurrence of the acts described in the
notice of discipline. This statute of limitations shall not apply when the acts
complained of would, if proved in a court of appropriate jurisdiction, constitute
a crime.
Service of the notice of discipline shall be made by one of the following means:
~ By personal service on the employee; or
~ By certified mail, return receipt requested.
A copy shall be given or mailed to the Unit President or his/her designee.
The notice of discipline shall contain a specific description of the act or acts for
which discipline is being proposed, including dates, times, and places, and
shall state the penalty being proposed. The notice of discipline shall state that
the employee has the right to appeal the disciplinary action if he/she disagrees
with it.
The Superintendent or his/her designee shall have the authority to place the
employee on paid administrative leave pending completion of the disciplinary
procedure.
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Appeal:
Any disciplinary action may be appealed except oral warnings. The burden of
proof of the employee's guilt shall be the Employer's.
Resolu tion bv Settlement:
An employee shall have the right to resolve the disciplinary action by
settlement. The employee shall have the right to be represented by the
C.S.E.A. Any settlement shall be committed to writing, shall be final and
binding upon all parties subject to the approval of the Superintendent of
Schools or his/her designee, and shall waive the employee's rights to any
further appeal under this procedure. A copy of the settlement agreement shall
be given or mailed to the Unit President of the C.S.E.A., Baldwinsville Central
School Unit, or his/her designee.
Time Deadlines and Procedure
A disciplinary action may be appealed by filing a written grievance within five
(5) workdays after the District delivers the notice of discipline, or within five (5)
workdays after the date the return receipt is signed, if the notice is mailed.
Failure to file a grievance within this time deadline will constitute acceptance of
the penalty, and shall settle the matter in its entirety.
Step One shall be the Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee.
For written reprimands, the employee may request a meeting with the
Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee. For all other disciplinary
actions, the meeting with the Superintendent or designee shall be required.
The Step One meeting shall take place within five (5) workdays after the date
the Superintendent or designee receives the written grievance.
The Superintendent or designee shall render a decision in writing within five (5)
workdays after the date of the Step One meeting. If no meeting takes place, the
Superintendent or designee shall render a decision within five (5) workdays
after the date he/she receives the written grievance, or within five (5) workdays
after the date the Superintendent or designee is informed that no meeting will
occur, whichever is later.
If the employee has appealed the disciplinary action, the District may
implement the proposed penalty after the Step One meeting has taken place, or
after the decision is issued if no meeting occurred.
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Step Two shall be arbitration under the following expedited procedure:
The Association shall notify the Superintendent or designee of its intent to
proceed to arbitration within five (5) workdays after the date contained in the
Step One decision.
The Association and the District shall appoint an arbitrator in rotating order
from a mutually agreed list of five (5) arbitrators. A copy of the list shall be
kept by the Chief Negotiators for the District and the Association.
The costs of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by the parties.
The arbitrator shall conduct a hearing within thirty (30) calendar days of the
. date he/she accepts the appointment.
The arbitrator shall render a written decision within thirty (30) calendar days
after the conclusion of the hearing.
The disciplinary arbitrator shall be limited to determining guilt or innocence
and to the appropriateness of the penalty. If the arbitrator finds that the
suspension or discharge was unwarranted, or that the penalty was too severe,
the arbitrator shall have the authority to' direct a remedy consistent with
his/her finding. If the remedy is reinstatement to the job, it may be with or
without back pay. If back pay is ordered, any compensation the employee may
have earned in other employment or from State or Federal benefits during the
period of suspension or. discharge shall be subtracted from the back pay
award. The arbitrator shall not have any authority to add to, modify, subtract
from, or alter in any way the provisions of this collective agreement or any
attachments or supplements to it.
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all parties.
ARTICLE XX
PERSONNEL FILE
Except for pre-employment correspondence, the only record of an employee
shall be that employee's personnel file located in the District Office.
An employee will review any document which is to be placed in his/her
personnel file, and shall affIX his/her signature and the date and indicate
approval or disapproval at the bottom of or on the last page of said material.
The employee shall receive, upon request, a copy of any such document, and
such shall be noted on the original. Each employee shall have the right to
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submit a written answer to any such document within ten (10) business days
after the District transmits the employee's copy to him or her.
An employee shall be entitled to examine his or her personnel file. Such
examinations shall be limited to the District's regular business hours, and in
the presence of the Superintendent or his or her designee. The employee must
be accompanied to such a review by either his/her immediate supervisor or
his/her designated union representative. The employee is required to sign an
acknowledgement that he or she has reviewed the file; if the employee refuses
to acknowledge the review, such refusal will be documented. The employee
may make photocopies of documents in his or her personnel file. The District
reserves the right to charge a per-page" copying fee.
This section will not be subject to the grievance procedure. However, if an
employee believes that material, other than performance evaluations, is
inaccurate, he or she may request a meeting with the Superintendent and/or
the author of the document. The Superintendent will carefully consider the
employee's objections. If the employee can substantiate to the satisfaction of
the Superintendent, that the material is inaccurate, it will not be placed in that
employee's personnel file, or remain in the file if it was previously placed there.
Nothing in this clause shall limit the Board of Education's right to review
personnel records.
ARTICLE XXI
WAGES
SECTION 1.
A) Employees shall be paid on an hourly basis and the various schedules
shall be expressed in terms of hourly wage but the District shall not be
prohibited from annualizing an employee's wage and listing same on any
schedule or other posting. .
B) Every new employee shall be appointed to a position for a probationary
term of not less than eight (8) or more than fifty two (52) weeks from the
date said employee first reports to work. Said employee may be paid up
to the third (3rd) level of the applicable schedule with the approval of the
Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources.
C) All employees (exclusive of bus drivers and bus attendants) shall move to
the next pay grade level on the applicable schedule on their anniversary
date. Notwithstanqing any other provision contained herein to the
contrary every employee shall be assigned an anniversary date which
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shall be determined by the date each employee began work within a
department in his/her current specific job title.
1. If an employee began work in his/her current specific job title
between January 1 and July 1, said employee's anniversary date
shall be January 1.
2. If an employee began work in his/her current specific job title
between July 1 and January 1, said employee's anniversary date
shall be July 1.
D) Substitutes employed by the District shall be paid no more than the
entry level for regular employees of the District and covered by this
bargaining unit.
SECTION 2.
a. Ten-month employees may choose to be compensated over 21 (or 22
some years) or 26 paydays per year. There will be an annual window
period to change pay plans.
b. Employees who are not scheduled to work on Friday mornings may pick
up their paychecks on Thursdays. (Checks will continue to be dated
with Friday's date).
c. All prepayment~ of wages and payments in arrears will cease.
SECTION 3. - SCHEDULES
The following are compensation schedules for the various classifications of
employees:
3 years, 2002-05, increase payroll-to-payroll as follows:
2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
3% 30/0 30/0
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Job Rate
II.
SCHEDULE A
TRANSPORTATION
I. Bus Drivers
A) If employed as a bus driver from July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1980, the
hourly rate shall be as indicated below:
2002-03
$20.89
2003-04
$21. 52
2004-05
$22.16
B) If employed as a bus driver from July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1983, the
hourly rate shall be as indicated below:
. 2002-03
$20.07
2003-04
$20.68
2004-05
$21.30
C) If employed as a bus driver on or after July 1, 1983, the following rates
will apply:
Probationary Period-52 weeks
Permanent Rate
2002-03
$18.52
$19.59
2004-05
$19.65
$20.78
2003-04
$19.07
$20.18
Bus Attendants
The following hourly rates shall apply:
2002-03
$9.62
$10.17
2003-04
$9.91
$10.47
2004-05
$10.21
$10.79
III. Fuelers (Laborers)
1.
A)
2002-03
$11.11
2003-04
$11.45
2004-05
$11.79
SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS
EXTRA CALL-IN PAY
Half day (1/2) conferences, Regents examinations, schedules, etc. - A
bus driver who has an elementary and secondary run shall be paid the
extra pay indicated below only when his/her runs are not run "back to
back. " For purposes of this provision "back to back" shall mean runs
which are scheduled to commence one and one half (1 1/2) hours apart
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or sooner. If the runs of a double run are scheduled to commence in
excess of one and one half (1 1/2) hours of each other, then the affected
bus driver shall receive five dollars ($5.00) extra pay.
The above extra pay shall be granted o~ on parent-teacher conference
days, Regents days, and such other days where, by reason of an
emergency situation, runs are not "back to back" as defined above.
B) EMERGENCY CLOSINGS
1. Late notification
If school is closed on a day on which it was scheduled to be open,
for reasons of weather, excessive illness, etc., a driver shall be
notified by 6:30 a.m. either by phone or by a radio announcement.
If not so notified, the driver will then receive one (1) hour's pay.
2. Fire, bomb threats, etc.
If individual buildings should be cleared as a result of a bomb
threat, fire, etc., drivers shall receive their regular hourly rate for
extra time incurred.
C) ATHLETIC AND FIELD TRIPS
The amount paid for field trips and athletic trips will be paid as indicated
below except that no driver shall be paid less than one and one half (1
1/2) hours. In the event that a scheduled field trip or athletic trip is
cancelled less than one (1) hour before the bus is scheduled to leave the
bus garage, the scheduled driver shall be paid one (1) hour show-up-
time. All bus drivers shall be eligible for athletic and field trips.
Bidding on Athletic and Field Trips will follow the procedures in the
General Instruction Manual. These procedures shall not be changed
without joint agreement of Management and CSEA.
Hourly rates
2002-03
$13.55
2003-04
$13.96
2004-05
$14.38
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2002-03 2003-04 . 2004-05
Bus Drivers $12.43 $12.81 $13.19
Bus Attendants Hire
Rate $6.41 $6.61 $6.80
Bus Attendants Job
Rate $6.78 $6.98 $7.19
2. Student Discipline
Article XXI, Schedule A, Transportation (continued)
Supplemental Provisions (continued)
D) REQUIRED MEETING
1. Safety Instruction
New drivers shall receive one hundred dollars ($100.00) upon
completion of the thirty hour bus driver safety course required by
the regulations of the Commissioner of Education. After a new bus
driver has met the initial thirty-hour requirement, the driver will be
compensated at the rate indicted below for all required group
meetings which are not held during regular working hours. (All
new bus drivers will be paid the applicable rate for attending the
first required group meeting of the year whether they have met the
initial requirements of the Commissioner of Education or not.)
A bus driver who is required to attend a meeting called for student
discipline by a building principal shall be paid as follows:
2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
$9.93 $10~23 $10.53
Verification must come from the building principal. Payment to be
based on fifteen (15) min~te blocks of time.
3. Mandatory Sports Run
2002-03 2003-042004-05
$13.55 $13.96 $14.38
Bidding on the Mandatory Sports Run will follow the procedures in the
General Instruction Manual. These procedures shall not be changed
without joint agreement of Management and CSEA.
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E) MISCELLANEOUS RUNS
If a miscellaneous run takes from zero (0) to thirty (30) minutes, drivers
will be paid one half (1/2) their hourly rate. If a miscellaneous run takes
from thirty- one (31) minutes to an hour, drivers will be paid their hourly
rate for the run. Any run that takes more than one (1) hour shall be
paid in fifteen (15) minute (1/4 hour) segments.
F) KINDERGARTEN ROUTES
Drivers are to be paid their regular hourly rate for the actual time
incurred with .a one (1) hour minimum. There will be a limit of two (2)
in-District Kindergarten routes exceeding one (1) hour in duration.
G) Board appointed bus drivers when substituting for other bus drivers:
Drivers are to be paid their regular hourly rate for the actual time
incurred. .
H) Bus drivers will be charged with the responsibility for maintaining a
clean bus interior, which includes sweeping. For this responsibility bus
drivers are paid an additional fifteen cents/hour ($.15) which is included
in the rates noted in Schedule A. .
I)
J)
Summer bus cleaners will be paid $7.60 per hour.
HOLIDAY PAY
Holiday pay shall be computed by multiplying the number of hours a
driver drives daily, times a driver's hourly rate, times the number of
holidays. This amount will be divided by twenty (20) and paid over the
last twenty (20) pay dates in a school year. This amount is to be
included in any annual salary calculation and prorated in accordance
with the District's annual holiday calendar.
K) FUELERS (LABORER I)
Gassing hours are between 9 a. m. - 11 a. m. At all other times bus
drivers will be expected to fuel their own buses unless they are away
from the District on assigned District business.
Fuelers'time worked shall count toward credit for health insurance
qualifications, sick leave, holiday and personal time benefits.
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L) CLOTHING AND SHOE ALLOWANCE FOR FUELERS
The District shall purchase shirts not to exceed $80.00 per year, and
safety shoes not to exceed $80.00 per year. Employees are required to
wear these shirts and shoes while on duty.
M) CLOTHING AND SHOE ALLOWANCE FOR MECHANICS AND
MECHANIC'S HELPERS
The District shall purchase safety shoes not to exceed $80.00 per year.
The District shall provide uniforms from a linen service. Employees are
required to wear these shoes and uniforms while on duty.
N) COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE (CDL) AND TRAINING FEES
Effective September 1, 1990, those employees required to drive a District
vehicle which necessitates a CDL shall be reimbursed up to fifty dollars
($50.00). Employees hired after July 1, 1991, will also be reimbursed up
to fifty dollars ($50.00) after one (1) year of employment with the District.
This provision shall be in effect for the duration of this agreement.
The District will allocate five hundred dollars ($500.00) per year to a fund
for reimbursing bus drivers for training class fees. Reimbursement shall
not exceed twenty-five dollars ($25.00) per class and any unused funds
shall not accumulate from year to year.
ANNUALIZED SALARIES
Salaries will be annualized to reflect the following driving days at the
beginning of each school year and will be divided into twenty-one (21)
equal payments for each school year beginning not later than the third
(3rd) Friday of September after Labor Day. Subsequent payment to be
made as set forth on the applicable year's pay calendar.
a) In-District, private, and parochial routes 177 days
b) BOCES routes 172 days
Periods driving less than or in excess of the above days will receive a
salary adjustment at the end of the school year to reflect same.
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C) WORK SITE/RESOURCE DRIVERS AND ATTENDANTS
1. Drivers and attendants must drive, or work a minimum of 177
hours on work site/resource in the current school year (summer
school excluded) to qualify (This is based on 177 workdays
calculated for the driver's based pay, i.e., 177/177 = 1 hour).
2. Fractions of hours calculated are to be rounded down, i.e., 11.6 =
11.
3. Hours earned in this assignment will only be applied to sick time and
holiday pay.
A) Sick Days:
1. Hours will be added to accumulated sick days for the
following year (even if they do not drive or ride work
site / resource runs in the following year).
2. Sick time earned in this way can only be added to a
driver's or attendant's total accumulated sick time,
subject to contract maximums.
3. Credited sick leave will not be used for work
site/resource hours in event of a driver's or attendant's
absence.
B) Holiday Pay:
Hours will be added to holiday pay and paid at the end of the
school year. Holiday pay will not exceed eight (8) hours per
day.
4. Calculation:
A) The hours applied toward sick time and holiday pay is
calculated by dividing the total number of hours driven at
the end of the current school year for work site/resource by
177,. and rounding down.
Example: 400 total hours driven / 177 = 2.25 hours.
Therefore, 2 hours per day will be credited.
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FOOD SERVICE
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Cook Manager 1 $14.19 $14.62 $15.06
2 $15.14 $15.60 $16.06
3 $16.13 $16.61 $17.11
4 $17.05 $17.56 $18.08
Central Kitchen Differential $0.65 $0.65 $0.65
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Food Service Helper II 1 $10.78 $11.11 $11. 44
2 $11. 44 $11. 79 $12.14
3 $12.12 $12.49 $12.86
4 $12.81 $13.20 $13.59
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Food Service Helper I 1 $10.34 $10.65 $10.97
2 $10.70 $11.02 $11.35
3 $11.05 $11.38 $11. 72
4 $11.42 $11. 77 $12.12
Article XXI, Schedule A, Transportation (continued)
Supplemental Provisions (continued)
B) Hours credited will be multiplied by the number of
contractual sick days earned each year, as specified in
Article XIV, C of the Agreement.
Example: 2.25 hours credited x 10 sick days = 22.5 hours to
be credited to the following year's sick leave accruals.
C) Hours credited will be multiplied by the number of
contractual holidays earned, as specified in Article V, Section
2.
Example: 2.25 hours credited x 6 holidays = 13.30 total
hours - 13.30 total hours x daily rate = amount to be paid at
end of school year.
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SECTION 1. REQUIRED MEETINGS
Food Service Personnel who are required to attend group meetings which are
not held during regular working hours shall be compensated for all such
meetings attended at their regular hourly rate. Food Service personnel shall
not be compensated for attendance at meetings that are required by law or
regulation of the Commissioner of Education.
SECTION 2. SALARY DIFFERENTIAL
A salary differential of sixty five cents ($.65) per hour will be paid for the person
employed as the Cook Manager in the school that houses the central kitchen.
SECTION 3. CLOTHING ALLOWANCE
The District shall provide a clothing allowance of sixty two dollars and fifty
cents ($62.50) per year. The District will additionally provide three (3) shirts
per employee per year that the employee will be required to wear while working.
The School Lunch Director may, for the purpose of uniformity of dress among
the food service employees, determine the type and style of uniforms that can
be purchased with the clothing allowance provided for by the District.
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SCHEDULE C
CUSTODIAL, GROUNDS, MAINTENANCE AND MECHANICS
SALARY SCHEDULE
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Maintenance Crew Leader 1 $19.98 $20.58 $21. 20
Auto Mechanic Crew Leader 2 $20.68 $21.30 $21.94
3 $21. 96 $22.62 $23.30
4 $23.23 $23.92 $24.64
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Maintenance Worker II 1 $17.35 $17.87 $18.40
Pain ter II 2 $18.05 $18.59 $19.14
3 $19.27 $19.85 $20.44
4 $20.48 $21.09 $21. 72
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Grounds Crew Leader 1 $17.20 $1 7.72 $18.25
Automotive Mechanic 2 $17.98 $18.52 $19.08
3 $19.07 $19.64 $20.23
4 $20.19 $20.79 $21.42
Auto Mechanic Crew Chief
Differen tial $0.50 $0.50 $0.50
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Custodian III 1 $16.94 $17.45 $1 7.98
2 $17.60 $18.13 $18.67
3 $18.59 $19.15 $1 9.72
4 $1 9.50 $20.08 $20.69
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Custodian II 1 $16.12 $16.60 $17.10
2 $16.59 $1 7.09 $17.60
3 $17.32 $17.84 $18.38
4 $18.01 $18.56 $19.11
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Maintenance Worker I 1 $15.80 $16.27 $16.76
Auto Mechanic Helper 2 $16.45 $16.94 $17.45
Pain ter I 3 $17.41 $17.93 $18.47
4 $18.33 $18.88 $19.45
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Groundskeeper 1 $14.92 $15.37 $15.83
2 $15.59 $16.06 $16.54
3 $16.41 $16.90 $17.41
4 $17.20 $17.72 $18.25
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Custodian I 1 $14.48 $14.92 $15.36
Driver- Messenger 2 $15.14 $15.60 $16.06
3 $16.04 $16.52 $17.01
4 $16.93 $17.44 $1 7.96
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Custodial Worker I 1 $12.23 $12.59 $12.97
Laborer 2 $13.01 $13.40 $13.80
3 $13.79 $14.21 $14.63
4 $14.57 $15.01 $15.46
Grade 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Custodial Helper 1 $10.52 $10.83 $11.16
2 $11.01 $11.34 $11.68
3 $11. 66 $12.01 $12.37
4 $12.31 $12.68 $13.06
Shift Differential 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Annual $434.00 $434.00 $434.00
SECTION 4 - CLOTHING ALLOWANCE
The District shall purchase shirts for Building and Grounds and Maintenance
Personnel up to the amount of eighty dollars ($80.00) per year. The District
may require colors, styles and design. This allowance can be used to purchase
other work clothing. Such clothing must be wom while on duty.
SECTION 5 - SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
Each Custodial and maintenance employee who is regularly scheduled to work
the second or third shift shall receive a shift differential of $434.00 per year.
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SECTION 6 -WORK SHOES
The District shall supply a pair of safety shoes not to exceed eighty dollars
($80.00) per year for each full-time Building and Grounds Maintenance and
Mechanics employee exclusive of Custodial Helpers based on the following:
1. The employee shall wear said shoes while on duty and store them
in his / her locker.
2. The shoes shall be replaced as needed but not more than once per
year .
SECTION 7 - REQUIRED MEETINGS
Buildings and Grounds Maintenance Personnel who are required to attend
group meetings which are not held during regular working hours shall be
compensated for all such meetings at one and one half (1 1/2) times his/her
hourly rate.
SECTION 8 - MECHANICS' TOOL ALLOWANCE
A) Each mechanic shall receive a two hundred fifty dollar ($250.00) tool
allowance each year. A mechanic, upon request, shall provide to the
Director of Transportation, a current inventory of his/her tools.
B) To be eligible to receive the annual tool allowance, an employee must
occupy a mechanic's title for one (1) year.
C) The District shall be responsible for providing and keeping "special" tools.
A special tool is one that is not commonly used and needed for the work
or costs more than one hundred dollars ($100.00).
SECTION 9 - CREW CHIEF
A stipend of fifty cents ($.50) per hour shall be paid to the individual
designated as "crew chief." The crew chief shall be designated from the
position title of automotive mechanic and the District agrees to abide by the
contract provisions for posting and awarding said position title.
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F)
G)
Article XXI, Schedule C, Custodial, Grounds, Maintenance, and Mechanics
(continued)
Supplemental Provisions (continued)
SECTION 10 - SNOW WATCH
3 a.m. - 11 a.m. Monday - Friday
Flexible to 2 a.m. - 10 a.m.
Depending on Forecasts
Groundskeepers and laborers appointed by the Board of Education each year
for Snow Watch duty shall rotate on call for a period agreed each year between
the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds and the Union.
Job Responsibilities:
A)
B)
Plow and sand as necessary.
Call in adequate number of personnel to handle conditions, start and
warm up equipment.
C) Physically visit and evaluate each school location, transportation
turnarounds and walking paths.
D)
E)
Operate payloader to move snowbanks to accommodate additional snow.
If no snow or weather related work exists, individual will go to
predetermined lists of equipment maintenance, i.e., welding plows,
service payloader, painting, etc.
G~neral district security.
Calls head mechanic with low windchill at 4 a.m. (-20+).
Payment
$375 per employee for the season.
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MISCELLANEOUS
SECTION 1. - EFFECT OF LAW
No article or section in this Agreement shall be in any violation of the Civil
Service Law, the rules and regulations of the New York State Department of
Civil Service or any other law, local, state or federal.
SECTION 2. - TAYLOR LAW STATEMENT
Pursuant to Article 14, Section 204-a of the Public Employees' Fair
Employment Act (Taylor Law), the following notice is given:
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE
ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT
OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS
THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
SECTION 3 - USE OF SCHOOL VEHICLES
'
An employee shall not drive a school vehicle to his/her residence or place of
business without specific authority from the Supervisor. It is the intent of this
provision to allow such use only for the purpose of efficient utility of vehicles.
SECTION 4. - INVALID PROVISION
The invalidity or unenforceability of any particular provision of this Agreement
shall not affect the oth'er provisions hereof and the Agreement shall be
construed in all respects as if such invalid or unenforceable provisions were
omitted.
SECTION 5. - NUMBER AND GENDER
All terms and words used in this Agreement, regardless of the number or
gender in which they are used shall be deemed and construed to include any
other number, singular or plural, and any other gender, masculine, feminine or
neuter as the context or sense of this Agreement or any article, section or
clause herein may require, the same as if such words had been fully and
properly written in the required number and gender.
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Miscellaneous (cont'd)
SECTION 6. - CONTINUING EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
A sum of $5,000 shall be established for staff development. Money not
encumbered in any given year may not be retained in the next year.
SECTION 7. - ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Agreement contains the en tire Agreement between the parties on the
subject matters set forth herein and may be modified or amended only by
written Agreement of the parties.
ARTICLE XXIII
TERM
The term of this Agreement shall be July 1, 2002, through June 30, 2005.
FOR THE DISTRICT:
Baldwinsville Central School District
Association
FOR THE CSEA:
Civil Service Employees
BY: ~1fL'11/Y<..R f ~ 0-< I?
--'
Superin ndent of Schools
BY:~~~<~~
CSEA La or RelatIons
Specialist
DATE: 7)rNern bur YJ ?.-oo ~ .
DATE: A/e:>r./I£H
'"
~/2.. ~ .c.04!:)z..
,
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Between the Superintendent of the
BALDWINSVILLE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
and the
BALDWINSVILLE SCHOOL UNIT, CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES
ASSOCIATION
May 3, 2002
DENTAL INSURANCE
The C.S.E.A.'s Employee Benefit Dental Plan will be available to bargaining unit
members if the bargaining unit meets the Plan's minimum enrollment of 50% of the unit.
The District will contribute the same amounts as it does for the existing dental plan.
(SEE Article IX Section 2.)
AGREED
For the District: .
~~~
Date:
~
3, ;).. Ot7?...
For the Association:
. ~ft~.<e-4
Date: S - '].0 '2.-
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